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Components:

Optional elements:

Screw spax
2,5x12
(4 pcs)

Fixation line

Fixation funnel (2
pcs)
Chain connector
(1pcs)
Bottom rail cap with
fixation

Non-invasive hanger
(2 pcs)

Chain break
(1pcs)

Chain tensor
(1pcs)

Bottom fixation
hangers
(2 pcs)

Assembly on window:
Standard assembly (with screws):
1. Place blind on the window frame
2. LEvel the blind – NOTICE: wrong level of the blind could cause problems with closing the blind fabric.
3. Mark on the window frame places for the screws.
4. Mount Triola 2 hangers to the window frame with screws 2,5x12 (pic 1)
5. Put the chain on self braking mechanism and place the tube with fabric and chain between Triola 2 hangers.
6. Clip the mini chain connector in a place that will prevent the fabric to roll-out.
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Non-invasive assembly:
1. Non-invasive hangers are already connected with the Triola 2 hangers (pic 2)
2. Hang the blind on the widow frame (pic 3)
3. Center the blind on the widow.
Assembly with fixation:
1. Assemble the blind on the window (standard or Non-invasive assembly)
2. Mount the fixation funnel on the fixation line and lead the fixation line through: Triola 2 hangers (pic 4) and bottom
rail end cap (pic 5)
3. Mount the metal hanger for fixation at the bottom of the window frame (pic 6)
4. Mount the second funnel on the end of the fixation line, put the fixation line inside bottom hanger, stretch the fixation
line, screw funnel and cut off the excess of fixation line (pic 7)
5. Set the fixation lines vertically by moving the bottom fixation hangers.
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